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In the last lesson we established a goal of 200 posts to take us 

through the year but content is still king so to attract and retain read-

ers we have to look at maximising the quality of our posts. 

How to write 
your blog posts
1. Titles
Forget keywords or being clever just write down a sentence/title to 

sum up your post.  In fact, write down two or three variations to sum 

it up.  At this point it’s just there to remind you what you’re writing 

about.

2. Write drunk, edit sober 
This is one of my favourite quotes because it symbolises exactly 

what you need to do in the writing process.  Get everything off of 

your chest and just get it down into your word processor.  As you’re 

writing you will begin to think about flow and structure as well as 

grammar but don’t worry too much about it at this stage.  Note 

down your main points so you don’t forget them and do it in bullet 

points if it helps.  After that feel free to expand on the points to build 

your body of text. 

3. Edit
Now we have the base of the content, you can take your time to re-
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write the article properly. If it’s all in bullet points start elaborating 

but if you’ve already done that and have a full body of text ready 

then let’s start refining it with the following.

4. Adding Structure
Break up your post into three sections being the Introduction, Body 

and Conclusion.

The Introduction should set the scene for the topic of discussion 

and when I say set the scene, I literally mean it.  Get personal and 

descriptive.  Use common language and speak from experience.  

The introduction is the prologue to your main topic so you need to 

captivate the reader and stop them from clicking off.  

Simultaneously the introduction is a setup for you the narrator and 

by doing all the above we’re trying our hardest to build a quick and 

strong relationship with the reader so they’ll want to take this literary 

journey with you.    

The body is where we dive deeper into our topic.  Here you can pro-

vide solutions and facts or tell the rest of your story.  It’s where you 

make your point.

This can be done with paragraphs and bullet points, sub headings 

and images to make the content easier and quicker to digest.
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The conclusion is a summary that could go between your introduc-

tion and body if needs be.  Think of it like a short synopsis followed 

with a call to action.

After doing all the above we should have a pretty good edit of an 

article that flows but we’re not finished yet.  

5. Break it up
People today are speed readers with little time to waste and they’ll 

scan a page of content to get to the juicy bits fast.  This means that 

big blocks of boring text is a big turn off so look at your article and 

start breaking it up.  

Separate it into short paragraphs, use bullet points and use  

headings.  This has a great psychological impact on readers by sig-

nifying that the content :

- Is easy to read and well structured

- Is not boring but visually appealing

- Looks shorter and quicker to read

- Has context and a journey

- Has a solution 

After breaking it up it will visually look like a professional post but 

now we need to make it read like one.
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7. Cut out the crap
That’s right! One of the most important tasks when creating an arti-

cle is to cut out all of the crap that’s not actually needed (and most 

of it is not needed).

When writing we tend to think that no one will understand what 

we’re writing and we’ll over explain things (just like I’m doing now) 

but the truth is we don’t have to.  Your articles should be easily un-

derstandable without having to explain points.  The points should 

be self-explanatory.

In addition make sure you cut out unnecessary words such as the 

ones in this sentence.  “In addition” is not actually needed.

Re-read your post with an iron fist and cut out the crap. Be diligent! 

Make it concise!

8. Images
Anything that can illustrate your point or that can be used as an 

example within the content is a great way to entertain and hammer 

home your ideas.  Check out stock photo sites like shutterstock, 

bigstock and getstock where you can buy fantastic photos as and 

when you need them.
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Finishing your post  
and prepping distribution
 

Now we’ve finished writing our content, we’re going to look at final 

tweaks to maximise the potential of our content.

9. Split up your post
Think back to lesson 5 and consider splitting up your article into 

multiple posts like a part 1, 2 and 3 miniseries or look at any related 

topics that can be discussed in another post.

10. Keywords & Tags
Go over your content and plug in keywords where and when you 

can but don’t overdo it.  Make it natural.  This will help your content 

to be found and shared.

11. Interlinking 
A really useful tactic is to put links inside of your content to other 

pieces of content you’ve created.  This keeps a user flow active with-

in your site and highlights the diversity of issues you talk about. This 

can be done in conjunction with points 8 & 9 above.

Eg.  Interlink your first post to the second or to a related post 

        Use keywords as the links to other posts
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12. Eye Candy Header Images
More often than not it’s the header image that captivates us to read 

more so the header image is very important when it comes to dis-

tributing your article.  People are twice as likely to see and click an 

article with an image then if it were just a text based title.    

13. Re-writing Titles
At this point you’ll have an article ready to publish and its time to 

re-write the title.  I can cleverly write catchphrases and slogans but 

that’s not helpful when creating an article title because article titles 

need to attract and inform with substance.

Creating a killer headline is not that easy because there is no gold-

en rule.  Sometimes the simplest and honest ones work best whilst 

carefully constructed ones can also bring in huge hits.  In any case 

there are a few tricks that might help you create one.  

The Information Gap

It’s been psychologically proven to work and overused by spam-

mers so be careful with this method.

Eg.  

Regular Title - How to create a good headline 

Information Gap Title - You won’t believe how I create Killer 

Headlines
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The information gap uses emotional intrigue and fact to propose the   

idea that we’re missing out on information which will be delivered 

inside the post.  

Information gap headlines tend to be spammy in nature so be care-

ful that you don’t come off as one.  The key here is to really deliver 

with the content if you use an information gap.

Be Weird/Controversial

Sometimes being a little weird helps a lot when it comes to titles.  It 

causes intrigue and shows character

Eg. Are you S**t at Creating Killer Headlines  

Attractive Adjectives

Some words are just attractive to us humans and they tend to be 

adjectives.  

Eg. Create Incredible Killer Headlines

 

Set the scene

Who, what, when, where and how....

Eg. Yesterday I learnt to how create killer headlines.
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Numbers

Stats, percentages or any number shows real and accurate facts 

making them attractive to readers. 

Eg. 8/10 clicked on this Killer headline.    

On the tin 

Despite all these tips and tricks sometimes just saying it like it is, is 

enough to get some clicks and most importantly get people coming 

back.

Eg. A guide to creating killer headlines

Keywords 

It’s important to place keywords into your title not just for search 

and sharing purposes but to easily inform readers to begin with. 

Remember back at point one I said write down two or three titles?  

After creating one main title for your post go ahead and create two 

more (it’ll come in handy in the next lesson).  Look at it as a way of 

describing your post in a different way or re-writing the title to at-

tract a different audience.

Eg. First title - How to create killer headlines 

        Second Title - How to increase your articles hits 

        Third Title - How a start-up can increase their readership
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Golden Rule 6 : Deliver on your headline and content 

All the tips above should increase the chance of your content being 

found and read but in order to keep readers coming back you have 

to deliver with your headline and content, i.e. make sure the reader 

finds what they wanted out of the article.

Style and Tone
A big element to a successful post is style and tone.  The way for you 

to develop a style and tone for your content is to simply just start 

writing.  As time goes on you’ll find yourself developing a style and 

tweaking it and hopefully that’s what readers will be attracted to in 

addition to your content.

A good, friendly and common tone always does well so that’s a 

good place to start but I’ve known some writers to be sharp, critical 

and controversial which can be just as popular.

Get writing and find your own style!  

In the next lesson we’ll look at a key task in getting your content 

found....Distribution. 
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